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from our. Citation information for this. Medha Spoken English
Material Pdf 462 -.Security is critical when you build a large scale
and dynamic web application. There are two ways you can
achieve it; one is by signing the content with digital certificate,
which in my experience usually means doing code changes which
is not easy. The other is by using the CDN service provided by
Akamai, and it works pretty well. Akamai: Global CDN This is a
huge service provider, capable of serving over 30 percent of the
internet. It provides CDN which means Content Delivery Network,
i.e. store the content online and send it back to your users on the
fly. It also provides a VPN service that enables you to bypass the
origin filter in the firewall. One interesting feature is Akamai is a
member of the Internet Assigned Number Authority (IANA) and
thus, the public domain name space available to you is really
huge. Why is it so big? Because it’s an easy way to reach a large
audience. More users mean more traffic. It makes it possible for
more web sites to be online at the same time without competing
with each other. Akamai used to provide additional services on
top of the CDN, but from the past two years it is integrating it to
their CDN which is great for us. There are many different frontends to communicate with Akamai using RESTful APIs. Many are
developed by Akamai’s Open Source team, so we can use them
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(at least the ones that work with Akamai Cloudflare). The web
service provided by Akamai is RESTful. So all the HTTP protocols
we use here are covered by it. Firewall: When To Cache Before I
start using Akamai, it was advised to firewall off all the web
services you use on your server
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